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SUBJECT: LEE HARVEY OSWALD, AKA, 
Co Is - R —- CUBA 

/ a 
The 12/30/63 issue of t “s. News and. Vorld: . ee 

Report" contains an article starting on page 28 relating © - Se et 
+. to the assassination and primarily the FBI's inquiry into ~- ~~ | 

~ pane, This°article includes a statement to the effect that - 
\ 9 when the residential Limousine was sent.to Detroit “to he a 

“armor-plated" a ound in the car's floor an paw . 

which speculation ated iB hf bullet hole. No ms 
further information regarding this. hole is included in the — 
article, 

Immediately after the return of the Presidential r 
limousine to Washington, D, C,, from Dallas, Texas, represent- eg! 
atives of our Laboratory examined this car specifically to RR 
detect and collect any bullet fragments for examination. It was oo =——— 
not feasible at that time to rip out the upholstery or otherwise 4 
disnantle the car. However, from such examination as could be E 

Fete 

made witbout mutilating the car, we were successful in locating 
some additional lead bullet fragments which had not been found: 
by the Secret Service during their earlier examination of the y 
car, No bullet holes were| observed in that portion of the “| 
floor pan which was accessible during our examination. Of 
course, in preparation for| armor-plating a car, the interior is 3 

3 
> 

- completely stripped of all) upholstery and other components down 
7 | eo the bare metal, and Phe acce of the car would, therefore, be 

exposed which would not be accessible under any other conditions, 2 Pees 
(It. is our understanding that the armor-plating is being carried/ © 2% 

- out in Cincinnati rather than in Detroit as reported in the 1. Es 
present news article, and the lack of accurate information on 
the location may extend into other facets of the article.) Our ; 
investigation to date fails to indicate that we have-bean _adviged, *- 

f | EB the presence of any such hole by Secret Service oad, 
| responsibility for the vehicle: ree a, bS 109069 5— Node 

-&° There appears to| be little significane to the alleged 
* lodation of this hole in the Presidential limousine>at this eee . 

° hbwever, since this item appears in a magazine with’a nationwide ~. 
distribution it is possible questions may be raised by the fees 

8s President's Commission con erning this. Therefore, it is felt we - 
~w tshould be in a position tol prom RN such inquiry... 
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